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Other  equipment

Other items you might think you need but probably don’t. 

These are items hunters often show up with that may not be necessary. We just want everyone to be 
realistic and think about their gear. We don’t have a specified weight because people often think that is 
the goal, which it is not. If someone says 60lbs max, people fill there bag to 60lbs. The goal is to be as light 
as possible. If you show up with a ridiculous amount of gear, we will help you lighten the load before you 
board the plane, which may not be pretty.

 □ Spotting Scope

Your guide will have a good spotting scope and tripod. Most hunters that bring a scope will only carry it for 
a day or two before realizing the excess weight is not worth the effort and it gets left in camp the rest of the 
hunt. Any game you are interested in can be viewed through your guide’s scope, and the less gear you have, 
the easier it is for everyone.

 □ cellphone

There is no cell service or Internet access anywhere we hunt, as it should be. If you need these things we 
probably aren’t the outfitter for you. The only reason to bring your phone is to use it as a camera but that is 
not always a great move as the bush has an amazing ability to break things.

 □ Sat phone

All guides will have satellite communications with them to keep in touch with us and in case of emergency. 
It always makes me nervous when hunters constantly want to check in with the office or at home as, best 
case scenario, nothing has changed. If you can’t be out of touch, you might be better off picking a different 
date for your hunt. We can relay a message if an emergency comes up. That being said, life doesn’t stand 
still and if you absolutely have to bring a sat phone, go ahead. Just make sure you’ve considered your 
options beforehand. They can be rented in Whitehorse as well.

 □ KniveS

A Leatherman is about all you need. You can bring a small hunting knife if you want to, but your guides will 
have all the knives needed to take care of the meat and trophy.

 □ RangefindeR 

Bow hunters should have their own, but rifle hunters will always be with the guide when shooting. Your 
guide will have one and there isn’t a need for two.

 □ SolaR chaRgeR

 These are heavy and seldom get used in the field. A spare battery for any electronics you need is usually 
more than enough. Cell phones on airplane mode will last a deceptively long time.
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 □ video cameRa 

It seems to be the thing to do these days and you are welcome to do so but usually one of two things 
happens with videos. People get caught up in the hunt and forget about the camera or they get more 
concerned with making a video than hunting.

 □ moRe clothing 

Our list includes two changes of clean clothes for the two times you will be clean during the hunt. 
When you shower after your game is down back at camp and when you get back to the hotel. This is a 
remote wilderness hunt and you will be roughing it. Showering everyday is not an option and putting 
clean clothes on a dirty body doesn’t accomplish much.

 □ food, tentS, etc.

We supply all the quality food, camp, and cooking gear needed for the hunt so you don’t need to bring 
any of that.


